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You’ve just enjoyed  
The Vivace Experience™… 

here are tips to optimize your  
recovery and maximize your  
results. No other company is  

more committed to your  
comfort during and after the 
treatment. The Vivace creates  
microchannels that are open  
for four to six hours, creating  

the opportunity to add  
beneficial products during  

and post treatment.**



SOOTHE RECOVERY SPRAY: Immediately following 
treatment, your clinician will spritz your face with 
Soothe Recovery Spray. You will take this home with 
you and should continue to use for the rest of  
the day as needed.

ENHANCE WEEKLY MASK: Your clinician will place  
the Enhance Weekly Mask on your face immediately 
following the treatment as part of The Vivace  
Experience or advise you to use the Enhance Weekly 
Mask for 20 to 30 minutes within the first four to  
six hours of the procedure and daily thereafter as 
directed. To use the mask, remove mask from pouch, 
unfold mask and apply to your face starting from your 
nose or center of your face and smooth outwards until 
your skin is completely covered, shifting the openings 
for your mouth and eyes to your mouth and eyes.  
Sit back and Relax.  

Do not reapply makeup right away. If you  
can, refrain from applying makeup until the  
following day. Mineral-based makeup is the  
best post treatment.

Do not use any additional products during 
the first four to six hours following your 
treatment, unless advised by your clinician.
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At home continue with Soothe Recovery Spray  
as outlined in Step 1 above. Spritz your face  
throughout the day with Soothe Recovery Spray  
to ease tightness of the face and reduce any  
remaining and minimal discomfort. 

Depending on the level of your treatment, you may  
be advised to use Soothe Recovery Balm, which  
would be applied as needed during the first four to  
six hours following treatment after you use the  
Soothe Recovery Spray, and after you have used  
the Enhance Weekly Mask. 

Before bed, cleanse with Soothe Recovery Cleanser, 
which contains Azulene, known for its anti-inflammatory 
benefits. Use very light pressure when cleansing the 
skin. The cleanser will “melt” off any residue left by  
the Soothe Recovery Balm. 

After you cleanse with Soothe Recovery Cleanser, 
you may spritz your face again with Soothe Recovery 
Spray and use Soothe Recovery Balm as needed.

SOOTHE RECOVERY SYSTEM: During the first four to six 
hours following treatment and for the remainder of the day 
and evening, use our Soothe Recovery System to support 
accelerated healing.  
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We would be honored if you would share your 
experience with us by providing a testimonial 
to your physician.

We recommend you use the Enhance Weekly 
Mask as part of your regular skincare regime 
on a weekly basis.

** Your physician or clinician may elect to provide variable instructions for your 
individual recovery. Please defer to those instructions following the treatment.

You may resume your normal skin routine three 
days post treatment. We recommend you wait to 
apply your makeup until the next day. 
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Do not exercise or increase your heart rate for  
24 hours post treatment, and if instructed by  
your clinician abstain for up to three days.

Avoid all sun exposure.

Refrain from deep exfoliation and/or retinol  
products for seven to 10 days post treatment. 
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VivaceExperience.com

The innovators at Aesthetics Biomedical  

are dedicated to providing the best patient 

experience utilizing the best-in-class device 

that does it right the first time and delivers 

results you can trust and share with others.


